
THE CSS ADVANTAGE

When it comes to implementing 

JD Edwards, you’ll want our 

experience on your side. Through 

our integrated Change 

Management-Project 

Implementation methodology, we 

understand your specific business 

challenges, and successfully 

deliver better and faster solutions 

that match your organization’s 

dynamics.

CLIENTS

• Catalent

• Clark Construction

• Harrah’s Cherokee 

Casino Resort

• Pharmavite

• Recology

• Skanska

• Bridgestone

• ABM

OUR EXPERTISE

We’ve been implementing JD Edwards since the very beginning, and with 

the largest dedicated JD Edwards team in the business, no one has more 

experience. Our consultants combine the very best in Oracle wisdom with 

hands-on, deep industry knowledge to keep your enterprise moving forward. 

PROVIDING BREAKTHROUGH VALUE

JD Edwards’ broad platform offers a full spectrum of integration needs to 

other Oracle applications, third-party solutions and Oracle Cloud ERP. Our 

Cloud integration experience benefits your company’s co-exist strategy by 

creating a comprehensive, contemporary system that combines JD Edwards 

with complementary Cloud components for procurement, project execution 

and expense management. CSS is a Cloud go-to partner and one of the first 

in the Oracle Partner Network to implement and integrate Cloud solutions 

with JD Edwards.

SCHEDULED UPGRADES & SUPPORT

We’ve been implementing JD Edwards since the very beginning, and with 

the largest dedicated JD Edwards team in the business, no one has more 

experience. Our consultants combine the very best in Oracle wisdom with 

hands-on, deep industry knowledge to keep your enterprise moving forward. 

With an average of 20 years technical and industry experience in Oracle 

implementation and comprehensive solutions integration, our consultants 

provide your company with on-call, senior-level expertise.

CSS offers implementation approaches designed to fit your project needs. 

Through our integrated Change Management-Project Implementation 

methodology, we understand how to address your specific business 

challenges, and successfully deliver better solutions that address the unique 

dynamics of your organization. Whether your upgrade is considered “big” or 

“small”, accelerated or multi-phased, CSS tailors the upgrade approach to 

meet your specific needs. This optimizes your business value, and ensures 

you’re using the solution to it’s fullest. CSS also offers innovative Cloud co-

existence options for enterprises ready to take that step, with the same 

successful Change Management approach.

• Low Business Overhead – Up to 30% decrease in overhead costs

• Knowledgeable & Flexible – Expert technical and functional 

resources when you need them

• Complete Continuity – Dedicated Cloud Support Specialists and 

Delivery Management assigned to your company

• Remote & Responsive – On-call support available 24/7

JD Edwards

Overview

We’ve been very pleased 

with CSS’ skill and expertise 

on this project.

Their knowledge base with 

the solution and in the 

construction industry is 

unlike any other business 

partner we’ve encountered.

Dave Spaker

Skanska Civil


